Delivery siRNA with a novel gene vector for glioma therapy by targeting Gli1
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Background: Gene therapy has recently shown considerable clinical benefit in cancer therapy during the past few years, and the application of this choice in cancer treatments is increasing continually. Gli1 is an ideal candidate target for gene therapy and is important for tumorigenesis.

Methods: In this study, we developed a novel gene delivery system with a self-assembly method by using a 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane and methoxy poly (ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide) copolymer (DMP), with zeta potential of 32.7 mV and measuring 35.6 nm. The effect of this delivery system was tested in vitro and in vivo.

Results: DMP showed good performance in delivering siRNA to glioma cells in vitro with high transfection performance (98%). Moreover, DMP–Gli1si shows a satisfactory anti-glioma effect via induction of cell apoptosis and cell growth inhibition in vitro. Furthermore, for subcutaneous tumor-bearing mice, treatment with the DMP–Gli1si complex significantly inhibited tumor growth by inhibiting Gli1 protein expression, promoting apoptosis, and reducing proliferation.

Conclusion: The complex of Gli1 siRNA and DMP may potentially play an important role as a new drug in the clinical treatment of gliomas.
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Introduction

Primary malignant tumors of the human brain are the most common causes of cancer-related death in young adults and children.1 Gliomas originate from glial (precursor) cells and have the highest incidence among primary malignant brain tumors. Glioma, which diffusely grows into the brain parenchyma along myelinated axon bundles, is usually progressive and demonstrates relative resistance to both radiotherapy and most chemotherapeutic agents. Surgery and radiotherapy mostly deal with the distinguishable part of the tumor; cells that have diffusely infiltrated into the adjacent brain tissue remain relatively unaffected and give rise to recurrence. Significant progress has recently been made in glioma management based on multidisciplinary treatment. Although the survival time of glioblastoma patients has slightly improved over the past decades, the clinical effects and prognosis are still poor.

Small-molecule-targeted therapy of RNA interference (RNAi) by siRNA holds great promise among various gene therapies for tumors. However, the high delivery efficiency of small RNAs in vivo represents a major challenge in achieving the potency required for clinical application. RNAi is now regaining its momentum after some ups and downs.2 Various delivery techniques have been developed for RNAi. Viral vectors can achieve high delivery efficiency and sustained gene silencing with a single injection, offering a practical advantage for disease originating in hard-to-reach
organs, such as the brain. However, the bio-safety risk restricts its clinical application. Therefore, the development of a safe nonviral vector gene therapy with more efficiency represents a promising therapeutic method. Nonviral vectors, such as cationic lipids and polymers, are developed to improve delivery efficiency and safety. SiRNAs playing roles as candidates for further therapeutic choice have gained more attention. However, therapeutic application of siRNAs depends on its efficient and safe intracellular delivery.

The glioma-associated oncogene homolog 1 (Gli1) was initially named in glioma research, and its product Gli1 functions as an effector of the Hedgehog (Hh) signaling pathway. It is a transcriptional factor and may be a potential molecular target for glioma treatment. Gli1 can affect glioma cell apoptosis and proliferation via regulated cyclin D1 and Bcl-2; moreover, they are key points in signaling pathways of many other tumors and function as effectors for some chemotherapy drugs.

In this article, we describe the efficacy of the 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (chloride salt) (DOTAP)-conjugated methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide) copolymer (MPEG-PLA), a nonviral gene delivery vector for delivering a therapeutic gene to human primary glioma cells. Because it displayed affinity, the effect of DMP–Gli1si in a mouse glioma model was tested further.

Materials and methods

Materials

Materials were purchased from standard sources: DOTAP (Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., Alabaster, AL, USA); MTT (MilliporeSigma Co., St. Louis, MO, USA); DMEM and fetal bovine serum (FBS; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA); methanol and acetic acid (high performance liquid chromatography grade; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA); and DMSO and acetone (KeLong Chemicals, Chengdu, Sichuan, People’s Republic of China). Antibodies used included rabbit anti-mouse Ki67 antibody and rhodamine-conjugated secondary antibody (both from Abcam, USA).

The MPEG (2000)-PLA(4000) diblock copolymer with a designed molecular weight of 3,000 Da was synthesized through the opening of the l-lactide ring and initiated by MPEG. The MPEG (5.0 g) was melted in a 70-mL flask following the addition of Sn(Oct)2 (1 mL) and anhydrous l-lactide (10 g) under nitrogen. The reactant mixture was maintained for 1 day at 125°C. The crude product was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran and then purified by precipitation in ice-cold diethyl ether, followed by filtration. Finally, the product was vacuum dried at ambient temperature. The average molecular weight number (Mn) of the MPEG-PLA copolymer was 6,010 Da (data not shown). MPEG (with a molecular weight of 2,000 Da; Sigma-Aldrich Co.) was dried in a one-necked flask under vacuum and stirred at 105°C for 90 min before use.

Preparation of DOTAP/MPEG-PLA

MPEG-PLA (90 mg) and DOTAP (10 mg) were dissolved in acetone (2 mL). The mixture was then placed in a round-bottomed flask, and acetone was removed by way of a water bath (55°C) under negative pressure conditions (20 min). Finally, a 5% glucose solution (GS; 5 mL) was added to prepare the DMP gene carrier.

Characterization of DMP

The morphological characteristics of DMP were observed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM; FEI Tecnai G2 F20, Hillsboro, OR, USA). Prior to analysis, samples were diluted with distilled water, placed on a copper grid, stained with molybdophosphoric acid (1 min), and allowed to dry at room temperature. Mean particle size and zeta potential of DMP were determined by a Zetasizer NanoZS ZEN 3600 (Malvern Instruments, Ltd., Malvern, Worcestershire, UK).

Agarose gel electrophoresis of naked siRNA and DMP–siRNA complexes

After DMP–Gli1si was prepared, agarose gel electrophoresis was conducted in pH 7.4 TAE buffer containing Gold View to stain nucleic acids. Briefly, DMP was mixed with siRNA in increasing ratios (10:1, 25:1, 50:1, and 100:1) to form complexes. Gel retardation assays were conducted on a 1% agarose gel (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA, USA) in tris-acetate running buffer containing Gold View (120 V for 20 min). Results were documented using a standard imaging system (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA).

Cell culture and in vitro gene transfer

The human glioma cell line U87 was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA) and were cultured using a standard sterile procedure in DMEM (Gibbo-BRL, Rockville, IN, USA) containing 10% FBS (Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, MO, USA), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. Cells were maintained with humidity and 5% CO2 at 37°C.

U87 cells were seeded on a Costar six-well plate (Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA) at a density of 4 × 104 cells/well in a 2 mL complete DMEM culture medium. After
24 h of incubation, the media was replaced with 800 µL serum-free DMEM per well. DMP/Gli1siRNA (siGli1-1: GCCTGAATCTGTGTATGAA; siGli1-2: GGACAGAA CTTGATCTT), DMP–Consi, or DMP in a final volume of 200 µL were subsequently added to designated wells and allowed to incubate for 5 h before replacement with DMEM. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-siRNA-transfected cells were observed under a fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX73, U-HPLGPS, Olympus Corporation, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan) following an additional 24-h incubation, and transfection efficiency was determined via FACS flow cytometry (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).

**MTT assay**

U87 cells were seeded on 96-well plates (Corning Inc.) at a density of 5,000 cells per well with DMEM. After 24 h, U87 cells were transfected with DMP, DMP–Consi, or DMP–Gli1si, or treated with GS as a negative control. After 72 h, 20 µL MTT was added to each well, and the cells were further cultured at 37°C for an additional 4 h. The surviving cells converted MTT to formazan, which generates a purplish blue color when dissolved in DMSO. The color intensity was measured at 570 nm using a plate reader (OPTImax, Molecular Dynamics).

**Cell apoptosis assay**

U87 cells were seeded on six-well plates (Corning Inc.) at a density of 3×10⁵ cells per well with DMEM. After 24 h, U87 cells were transfected with DMP, DMP–Consi, or DMP–Gli1si or treated with GS as a negative control. After 72 h, the extent of apoptosis in U87 was evaluated by flow cytometric analysis (FCM; BD FACSCalibur, USA) using FITC-conjugated Annexin V/propidium iodide (PI; BD PharMingen) staining according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Both early apoptotic (Annexin V-positive and PI-negative) and late apoptotic (Annexin V-positive and PI-positive) cells were detected by FCM.

**Western blot**

U87 cells were seeded on 10 cm plates (Corning Inc.) at a density of 3×10⁶ cells per well with DMEM. After 24 h, U87 cells were transfected with DMP–Consi or DMP–Gli1si, and DMP as a negative control. After 72 h, cells were washed with cold PBS and lysed with a buffer containing 20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 1% Triton X-100 in the presence of protease inhibitors. Total protein concentration was measured using the BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific). The protein extracts were separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes (BioRad). The membranes were then probed with primary antibody against Bax, Bcl-2, MAPK, p-MAPK, and β-actin, followed by incubation with secondary antibodies. The blots were visualized by an enhanced chemiluminescence detection system (Amersham Biosciences Corp., Piscataway, NJ, USA). This process was repeated in triplicate.

**Glioma mouse model establishment**

U87 glioma cells were obtained from the ATCC, cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, and maintained at 37°C with 5% CO₂. All animal experiments were conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Animal Care Committee of Sichuan University (Chengdu, People’s Republic of China) and were approved by the Animal Care Committee of Sichuan University. Female BALB/c nude mice (6–8 weeks old) were purchased from Vital River (Beijing, People’s Republic of China) and housed in a specific pathogen-free (SPF) environment at stable room temperature and humidity and were handled in strict accordance with proper, standard animal practices.

In vivo mouse models of glioma were established by subcutaneous (s.c.) injection of U87 cells (1×10⁶/cells in 0.2 mL serum-free DMEM). Mice were randomly allocated into four groups (GS, DMP, DMP–Consi, or DMP–Gli1si). To assess tumor growth, treatment began 7 days (in the s.c. model) after inoculation. Mice in the experimental group (DMP–Gli1si) were given intratumor injections of liposomal siRNA (1 nm) in 100 µL GS every 2 days for 13 total injections, whereas the other groups received the same amount of DMP or DMP–consi in the same volume of GS or received GS only as a negative control.

**Proliferation and apoptosis assays of tumor tissues**

Tumor tissue proliferation was immunohistochemically analyzed using a rabbit anti-human Ki67 antibody (Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO, USA) with a streptavidin–biotin detection method. Ki67 expression was quantified by counting the number of positive cells in 10 randomly selected fields at 200× magnification. Tumor apoptotic levels were determined using a terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated nick end labeling (TUNEL) immunofluorescence kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All sections were observed and digitally photographed under a DM 2500 fluorescence microscope (Leica Microsystems CMS GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany). All of these sections were observed or counted by two investigators or pathologists in a blinded fashion.
Statistical analysis

All data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA). Data from multiple groups were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA), and multiple comparisons between the groups were conducted using the Newman–Keuls method after ANOVA. Survival data were plotted using Kaplan–Meier curves and analyzed using the log-rank test. Tumor volumes were calculated as \((\text{smaller diameter})^2 \times \text{larger diameter} \times 0.52\). Statistical significance of observed differences in tumor volume and vessel density were analyzed using the Student’s \(t\)-test. All values were presented as the mean±the standard error of measurement. A \(p\)-value of <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant for all experiments.

Results
Preparation and characterization of DMP–siRNA

DMP and DMP–siRNA were produced by the described self-assembly method (Figure 1A). TEM images depict the bilayer spheroidal morphology of DMP, with an estimated size of ~25 nm (Figure 1B). Moreover, the zeta potential and size were found to be 36 mV and 37.47 nm for DMP (Figure 1C and D).
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**Figure 1** Preparation and characterization of DMP.
**Notes:** (A) Preparation of the DMP and Gli1si complex: first, a novel gene carrier was prepared with a self-assembly method. MPEG-PLA and DOTAP were assembled into a new gene carrier – DOTAP/MPEG-PLA micelles (DMP). Then Gli1 siRNA was transported into cancer cells by DMP; (B) particle size of DMP; (C) zeta potential of DMP; (D) morphological characteristics of DMP by TEM observation; (E) gel retardation assay of siRNA and complexes. Lane 1, DNA marker; lane 2, naked siRNA; lanes 3–6, different weight ratios of siRNA with DMP (1:10, 1:25, 1:50, and 1:100). siRNA was completely incorporated into DMP at a weight ratio of 1:50 and complexes were prepared without free siRNA.

**Abbreviations:** DOTAP, 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (chloride salt); MPEG-PLA, methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide) copolymer; DMP, 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane and methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide) copolymer; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.
Gel retardation assays were used to characterize the ability of the DMP liposome to carry siRNA. As shown in Figure 1E, the free siRNA not entrapped in the liposome appear as a bright band (lanes 2–4), and no other band of free RNA was observed in lanes 5–6. This suggests that siRNA was completely incorporated into the DMP and the lipoplexes were prepared successfully without free siRNA at a ratio of 50:1 for DMP:siRNA.

High transfection efficiency of DMP–siRNA in U87 cells

In the in vitro cell transfection assay, DMP produces high transfection efficiency in U87 cells after incubation for 4 h, as shown in Figure 2A and B. The specific transfection rate demonstrated by FCM was 94.6% and 98.4% and DMP were mixed with siRNA–FITC at a ratio of 50:1 and 100:1 after 4 h of transfection (Figure 2C and D).

![Figure 2](https://example.com/image2.png)

**Figure 2** Transfection efficiency measurement of DMP.

**Notes:** DMP, containing 0.1 nm siRNA, was used to transfect U87 cells for 4 h. The transfection efficiencies at both weight ratio (DMP [as control A] siRNA vs DMP as 1:50 and 1:100 [B]) were determined using fluorescence microscope and flow cytometry (C and D).

**Abbreviations:** DMP, 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane and methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide) copolymer; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate.
U87 cells were transfected with DMP, DMP–Consi, or DMP–Gli1si or were treated with GS as a negative control. In the DMP–Gli1si group, we found that the expression of Gli1 was significantly lower than in the control groups after 72 h of incubation in culture (Figure 3A).

**In vivo antitumor effect of DMP–Gli1si**

DMP–Gli1si inhibited the proliferation of glioma cell

U87 cells were transfected with DMP–Gli1si, DMP–Consi, or DMP, as a negative control, for 72 h. The MTT result showed that the cell proliferation of glioma cell in the DMP–Gli1si group was lower than in all control groups (p<0.05; Figure 3B).

DMP–Gli1si induced apoptosis of glioma cells

U87 cells were transfected with DMP–Gli1si, DMP–Consi, or DMP, as a negative control, for 72 h. We then analyzed the potential reason behind growth inhibition of the U87 glioma cells and found evidence that the level of apoptosis in the DMP–Gli1si group was 24.5% higher than in all the control groups (p<0.05; Figure 4).

**Anti-glioma molecular mechanism of DMP–Gli1si in vitro**

To investigate the mechanism of the anticancer effect of DMP–Gli1si, protein expressions related to cell apoptosis and proliferation following treatment of DMP–Gli1si, DMP–Consi, and DMP were examined. As demonstrated in Figure 5, the Bcl-2 protein expression was decreased and the Bax expression increased after DMP–Gli1si treatment, indicating that DMP–Gli1si induced apoptosis through the mitochondrial pathway. Finally, the levels of MAPK and p-MAPK after DMP–Gli1si treatment were also tested, and the result showed that p-MAPK was obviously decreased after 72-h treatment with DMP–Gli1si, whereas the total MAPK were unchanged.

**In vivo antitumor effect of DMP–Gli1si**

DMP loaded with con–siRNA and Gli1-siRNA was applied to treat U87 glioma cells in nude Balb/c mice model via intra-tumor injections. DMP–Gli1si treatment showed a dramatic antitumor effect compared with other lipoplexes (DMP–consi, DMP, and GS); otherwise, no significant differences were observed among the DMP–consi-treated, DMP-treated, and...
Figure 4 Cell apoptosis test.
Notes: When U87 cells were transfected with DMP (A), DMP–Consi (B), or DMP–Gli1si (C) for 72 h, U87 cells with different treatment were stained with Annexin V-FITC/PI and tested by flow cytometry. (D) Mean apoptosis cells of different groups. (*p<0.05, DMP–Gli1si versus Ns A, DMP–Consi C).
Abbreviations: DMP, 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane and methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide) copolymer; PI, propidium iodide; Ns, normal salt.

Figure 5 Anti-glioma molecular mechanism of DMP–Gli1si.
Notes: When U87 cells were transfected with DMP, DMP–Consi, or DMP–Gli1si, the Bcl-2, Bax, p-MAPK, and T-MAPK expressions were tested by Western blotting. Moreover, results showed that levels of Bcl-2 and p-MAPK were downregulated and Bax was upregulated after treatment with DMP–Gli1si.
Abbreviation: DMP, 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane and methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide) copolymer.
control groups. DMP–consi significantly reduces the mass of tumors (with average tumor mass at 0.52 g) compared with the DMP (1.24 g), DMP–consi (1.18 g), and GS (1.197 g) groups. In addition, mice treated with DMP–Gli1si were found to have the lowest body weight compared with controls (Figure 6). Furthermore, we detected the expressions of Gli1 in different groups, and results showed that the Gli1 was successfully knocked down after DMP–Gli1si treatment (Figure 7).

**DMP–Gli1si induces cancer cell apoptosis and inhibits tumor cell proliferation**

Tumor growth is balanced between apoptosis and proliferation. To explore whether phenotypic changes occurred in the tumor tissues, the percentage of apoptotic and proliferating cells were tested (Figures 8 and 9). The TUNEL assay was used to determine the severity of apoptosis. This assay functions by detecting early DNA fragmentation and allowed us to understand whether apoptosis contributes to the antitumor effects of treatment with DMP–Gli1si observed in vivo.

In the DMP–Gli1si-treated group, 67.5% TUNEL-positive cells were identified, exceeding that of the DMP–Consitreated group. To assess levels of tumor cell proliferation, Ki67 staining was undertaken. The results showed fewer proliferating cells in tumor tissues treated with DMP–Gli1si than in those treated with DMP–Cons, DMP, or GS. Taken together, this evidence suggests that DMP–Gli1si can successfully deliver Gli1si to tumor cells and generate antitumor effects by activating apoptotic mechanisms and inhibiting tumor cell proliferation.

**Discussion**

Cancer is a multifactorial disease and most types are associated with poor prognosis; it is one of the leading causes of human death worldwide. It results from genetic alterations of normal cells and can lead to abnormal proliferation, metastasis, and tumor immunogenicity. The classic treatments for cancer are surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. Surgery can be used to remove the cancerous tissue from the
Sonic hedgehog (Shh) was first identified in the fruitfly and has a crucial role in development, acting as a morphogen involved in patterning several systems including the vertebrate neural tube. Zinc-finger proteins of the Gli family of transcription are mediators of the Shh signal and can pattern the dorsal–ventral axis of the spinal cord. Gli1 is one of the three Gli family members and was found to be the most significant target for cancer therapy among the three GLIs; it was initially named in glioma research. Previous research showed that the Gli1 variant is expressed in most glioma tissues and patient-derived xenograft tumor models but is undetectable in normal brain tissues. Many studies have shown that Gli1 regulates the transcription of various genes directly and are known to be involved in tumor cell survival, proliferation, and chemotolerance. Gli1 could be an important potential target for treating such tumors based on the previous research. More attention and analysis should be undertaken on the roles of the different Gli1 mutations in the development and progression of cancer.

Gene therapy is a prospective strategy to modulate gene expression in targeted cells to treat human cancers. RNAi is a gene regulation mechanism initiated by different kinds of RNA molecules that enables sequence-specific gene silencing by promoting specific mRNA degradation. Use the specific siRNA as a molecular therapy method has shown great therapeutic potential for abnormal gene overexpression or mutation-based diseases.
Figure 8 Cell apoptosis detection.

Notes: Cell apoptosis was assessed by counting the number of Tunnel-positive cells in the field (five high-power fields per slide), and DMP–Gli1si (D) was superior to other controls in increasing cell apoptosis. DMP–Gli1si significantly increased apoptosis (**p<0.001, DMP–Gli1si vs NS [A], DMP [B], DMP–Consi [C]), and (E) mean apoptosis cells every five fields.

Abbreviations: DMP, 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane and methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide) copolymer; NS, normal salt.
Figure 9 Cell proliferation detection.

Notes: Cell proliferation was assessed by counting the number of Ki67-positive cells in the field (five high-power fields per slide), and DMP–Gli1si was superior to other controls in inhibiting cell proliferation. DMP–Gli1si significantly inhibited cell proliferation. (E) mean Ki67-positive cells every five fields: *p<0.05, DMP–Gli1si (D) vs NS (A), DMP (B), DMP–Consi (C).

Abbreviations: DMP, 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane and methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide) copolymer; NS, normal salt.
However, major challenges of siRNA therapeutics involve the effective and stable delivery of siRNA in vivo. Delivery systems of siRNA can be categorized into physical, conjugation, bio-carrier (viruses and bacteria), and nonviral carrier methods. DNA-based short hairpin RNA (shRNA) expression cassettes are usually delivered to target cells ex vivo via viruses and bacteria; then, these modified cells are reinfused into the patient. The adenovirus and adeno-associated-virus derived vectors provide efficient delivery for shRNA expression but may induce insertional mutagenesis and immunogenicity. The nanotechnological technique has significant advances in developing nonviral gene delivery systems providing safer, easy-to-produce, efficient siRNA delivery systems. SiRNA nanoparticles provide a good potential therapeutic option for cancer therapy with its improved biocompatibility. In our present study, siRNA strategy was utilized in order to study the potential effect of Gli1 on glioma cells in vitro. Three distinct Gli1-siRNAs with nonoverlapping sequences were introduced to glioma cells, and one of those three applied Gli1-siRNAs dramatically downregulated Gli1 mRNA expression in glioma cells. Then, the Gli1-siRNA was encapsulated within nanoparticles.

In this study, we developed a novel gene delivery system with a self-assembly method by MPEG-PLA and DOTAP (DMP) with zeta potential of 26 mV and measuring 50 nm. The siRNA was completely incorporated into the DMP and the lipoplexes were prepared successfully without free siRNA at a ratio of 100:1 of DMP:sirRNA. DMP showed good performance with transfection efficiency as high 95% in delivering siRNA to glioma cells in vitro. The Western blotting assay was used to confirm the knockdown efficiency. The results showing Gli1 protein expression were significantly reduced by the combination of DMP and siRNA–Gli1.

The Gli1 isoforms have been shown to be involved in the proliferation and apoptosis of cells. For example, ectopic Gli1 expression in embryonic mouse brain leads to neural tissue outgrowth. Cell proliferation and tumor size could be reduced via inhibition of Shh-Gli1 signaling by Gli1-targeted cyclopamine or siRNA. Gli1 expression in mammary glands leads to hyperplasia and tumor formation, whereas knockdown of Gli1 decreases proliferation and enhances apoptosis in metastatic breast cancer cells. In our present study, we found that the treatment with the combination of siRNA Gli1 and DMP significantly inhibits cell proliferation and promotes cell apoptosis in glioma, possibly by the downregulation of Bcl-2 and upregulation of Bax.

What is more, the DMP–Gli1 si complex has significantly inhibited tumor growth in the subcutaneous tumor-bearing mice model in vivo by inhibiting Gli1 protein expression, promoting apoptosis, and reducing proliferation.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that the combination of siRNA Gli1 and DMP is more effective in inhibiting the proliferation of glioma cells as well as providing a theoretical basis and part of technical methods for the treatment of gliomas with the combination of molecular targeted therapy.
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